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Introduction

Ensuring workplace efficiency with the right technology

With the right technology, employees are more empowered in their roles and can focus on meaningful work. With the right technology partner, so can IT leaders. Lenovo’s flexible, scalable, easy-to-deploy digital workplace solutions help accomplish your business goals while freeing up time for IT to focus on innovation and strategic priorities.

IT decision makers can choose the perfect device for each type of worker. Here you will find an overview of our Intel-based ThinkPad® family of products and how each ThinkPad caters to different workforce needs and preferences.

Four reasons to choose Lenovo:

- We Empower Transformation
- Pocket to Cloud
- Global Scale and Manufacturing
- Smarter Solutions

Hover over icons to discover more.
Workforce Types

- Ultra Mobile
- Hybrid
- In-Office Worker
- Creator/Power User
For the **ultra mobile** workers you need the lightest and thinnest ThinkPad that offers not only long battery life and portability but power that transforms with you.

Ideal for frequent travelers or remote workers who need to stay connected on the go.

---

**Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Yoga**

**Be part of the team, wherever you are**

It’s exciting to always be on the move—but staying connected to the office, and getting all your work done when you’re never staying still can be a challenge. Devices powered by the Intel® vPro® an Evo™ Design, offer the performance manageability, built-in security features, and stability for what IT users need, and users want.
Maximize Productivity for Your Ultra Mobile Worker

**Seamless Work Experience**

**Lenovo Precision Pen**

**Lenovo Premier Support**

**Processor**
Up to Intel vPro®, an Intel® Evo™ Design with 13th Gen Intel® Core™ i7

**Memory**
Up to 64GB LPDDR5

**Graphics**
Intel® Iris® Xe graphics

**Storage**
Up to 2TB Gen 4 performance PCIe NVMe SSD

**Premium Design and Performance**
The ThinkPad X1 Yoga has a highly durable aluminum chassis and a 360-degree hinge that allows you to change modes to suit your work style. It’s powered by the latest Intel processors for improved productivity.

**Efficiency Redefined**
Power through the most demanding work with up to 18.1 hours* of battery life and RapidCharge technology. Expand your device capabilities with versatile connectivity options.

**Advanced Security**
With ThinkShield security features, including a touch fingerprint reader in the Bluetooth keyboard and Privacy Alert to ward off shoulder surfers, plus Windows Hello and biometric unlock in every mode, the ThinkPad X1 Fold protects you from data thieves.
The **hybrid** worker needs a device with flexibility, durability, and performance. ThinkPad is the ideal choice for anyone who works from home, office, or anywhere in between.

Designed to withstand harsh conditions, offer long battery life, and deliver powerful performance for any task, ThinkPad has you covered. With ThinkPad, you can work smarter and faster in any environment.
Further enhancements address the critical needs of a hybrid workforce. Highlights include:

**Your Partner for Deeper Thinking**

Help your people think deeper, focus harder, and connect better from anywhere with these powerful, small, flexible devices. Featuring Intel vPro®, a Intel® Evo™ Design with 13th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processors, with superior mobile features.

Further enhancements address the critical needs of a hybrid workforce. Highlights include:

**Premium Thinkpad Performance**
- Latest Intel Processors
- Faster Memory and Storage
- Windows 11 Pro
- Keyboard Design

**User Experience**
- Vivid Displays
- New 1.4μm Sensor
- Eyesafe Certified
- Dolby Suite

**Connectivity and Security**
- Wi-Fi 6E
- Computer Vision
- ThinkShield Firmware Resiliency 2.0
- Support Tile’s Full Suite

Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon

Hover over icons to discover more.
The **In-Office Worker** needs a reliable and productive ThinkPad that offer fast performance, long battery life, robust security, and comfortable design.

ThinkPad laptops have powerful processors, smart security features, low blue-light displays, and fast SSDs that provide fast boot-up and data transfer speeds.

**In-Office Worker**

**Lenovo ThinkPad T14/T14s**

**A Truly Personal Computer**

Designed to give you more freedom and flexibility in the office. The ThinkPad T14 has a sleek and lightweight body that makes it easy to carry around, and a larger screen with a 16:10 aspect ratio that lets you see more of your work.
Maximize Productivity for Your In-Office Worker

ThinkPad T14 is the perfect companion for on-site professionals with blazing-fast Intel® Wi-Fi 6/6E (Gig+) and 4G/LTE CAT20 connectivity options. It also comes with enhanced AI security features, such as PrivacyAlert with PrivacyGuard, to shield your screen from shoulder surfers for enhanced protection in crowded settings.

**Processor**
- Intel vPro® Enterprise with up to 13th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 vPro® U- and P-series Processors

**Memory**
- Up to 32GB LPDDR5x

**Graphics**
- Integrated Intel® Iris® Xe

**Storage**
- Up to 2TB PCIe Gen 4

**Power-Packed Performance**
**Enhanced User Experience**
**Built For Work and Play**
**Everywhere Connectivity**
**Smarter Security**

Hover over icons to discover more.
The Creator/Power User needs a premium mobile workstation that offers advanced technology and capabilities for users who need to handle intensive computing tasks, such as engineering, designing or video editing on the go.
Providing Innovative Solutions to Enhance User Experience and Maximize Productivity

The ThinkPad P1 is the perfect mobile workstation for creators and power users who demand a high-performance machine to run complex software and handle heavy workloads. Equipped with Intel vPro® Enterprise for Windows OS, it delivers the power and security that businesses require, making it an ideal choice for enterprise use. Furthermore, with a wide range of accessories available, users can enjoy seamless connectivity and increased productivity with the ThinkPad P1, whether they are in the office or on the go.

- **Processor**: Intel vPro® Enterprise with up to Intel® Core™ i9 H-Series processors (up to 14 cores, up to 5.0GHz)
- **Memory**: Up to 64GB DDR5
- **Graphics**: Up to NVIDIA RTX™ A5500 16GB VRAM
- **Storage**: Up to 8TB M.2 PCIe Gen4 NVMe Performance SSD

ThinkVision P27u-20
ThinkPad Workstation Thunderbolt™ 4 Dock
ThinkReality A3 XR1 3G+32G

Hover over images to discover more.

Lenovo ThinkPad P1
ThinkPad is renowned for its performance, durability, and versatility, but you can also enhance your ThinkPad experience with a range of accessories that suit your needs and preferences. Whether you need more power, more connectivity, more comfort, or more productivity, there is an accessory for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ultra Mobile</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>In-Office Worker</th>
<th>Creator/Power User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ThinkPad X1 Presenter Mouse</td>
<td>ThinkPad Universal Thunderbolt™ 4 Smart Dock</td>
<td>Lenovo USB-C Universal Business Dock</td>
<td>ThinkPad Workstation Thunderbolt 4 Dock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Download Datasheet</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Download Datasheet</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Download Datasheet</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Download Datasheet</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThinkPad Professional Sleeve</td>
<td>ThinkPad X1 ANC Headphones</td>
<td>Lenovo Go Wireless ANC Headset</td>
<td>Lenovo Go Wireless Split Keyboard + Lenovo Go Wireless Vertical Mouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Download Datasheet</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Download Datasheet</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Download Datasheet</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Keyboard Datasheet</a> <a href="#">Mouse Datasheet</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Smarter solutions for the workplace

Lenovo’s comprehensive portfolio of digital workplace solutions delivers meaningful user experiences that enhance productivity, collaboration, and security—all while increasing IT efficiency.

With the right technology, employees are more empowered in their roles and can focus on meaningful work. With the right technology partner, so can IT leaders.

Lenovo’s flexible, scalable, easy-to-deploy digital workplace solutions help accomplish your business goals while freeing up time for IT to focus on innovation and strategic priorities.

ThinkShield
ThinkShield delivers complete protection wherever and whenever work happens.

Premier Support Plus
Predict and prevent features, combined with additional protection services to provide the ultimate support experience for your workforce - every time.

Co₂ Offset Service
Take tangible action to manage your IT carbon footprint and support United Nations, Gold Standard® verified climate action projects across the world.